ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
Real-world data mining problems have various challenges during their processes, and different types of cost are associated with each step of solutions suggested for these processes from the start to the end [1] - [3] . Utility or cost based data mining considers these distinct costs and compare learning methods based on more comprehensive metrics. This approach considers three main steps, particularly for the classification task and each step is associated with its related cost during the process. These steps are data acquisition, model induction, and application of the induced model to classify new data [4] . The cost of data acquisition has been neglected more than the others in many cost-sensitive data mining and classification researches. We will consider the cost of data acquisition from the web as efficient use of available bandwidth for topical crawlers. The web is one of the most comprehensive sources of information for many data mining tasks such as classification and clustering. It contains various kinds of data including text, image, video, etc. However, for acquiring these data from the big, distributed, heterogeneous and dynamic web, we need methods that automatically surf the web pages with efficient use of available bandwidth and collect desired data regarding predefined target topics. Topical web crawlers are strong tools to cope with this challenge. They start from some seed URLs, download their target pages and extract the links inside them; then they assign scores to URLs according to the likelihood of the links to access pages in the target subject. Fig. 1 shows the process of topical data acquisition from the web using topical crawlers.
The main concentration of proposed methods for topical crawlers is on making them able to predict the relevancy of target pages of given links. Link context is the words that exist around a link inside the page [5] . It has very good clues for guiding of crawlers. However, determining the link context of a hyperlink is a hard task for a crawler, because finding the barriers between link contexts of different links needs consideration of many visual cues inside the web page, which are designed for the human user to find the related parts of the page, not for machine agents.
Figure 1. Illustration of topical data acquisition process form the web
We propose Block Text Window (BTW), a hybrid link context extraction method for topical web crawling. This method is based on the assumption that utilizing the Vision-Based Page Segmentation (VIPS) algorithm [6] for page segmentation can improve the accuracy of link context extraction and since this algorithm has some shortages in extracting page blocks accurately, BTW uses text window method [5] on the text of page blocks to extract link contexts more correctly. We have done empirical studies on the performance of the proposed method and compared it with the most effective existing approaches using standard evaluation metrics. The organization of this paper is as follows: section 2 discuses about the related fields of research, section 3 introduces the proposed method, in section 4 the experimental study is presented, and section 5 belongs to the conclusions.
RELATED WORKS
Based on the scope of this paper we investigate three interrelated fields: cost-sensitive data acquisition, topical crawling, and link context extraction methods.
Cost-Sensitive Data Acquisition
A considerable amount of literature has been published on cost-sensitive data acquisition in related domains such as active learning [7] , cost-sensitive feature selection, and feature extraction [1] , [8] . The active learning method in [9] considers the cost of labelling instances for the proposed recommender system. The authors of [10] used a combination of deep and active learning for image classification and tried to minimize the cost of assigning labels to the instances. Recently in [11] the researchers proposed a combination of classifier chains and penalized logistic regression which takes into account features cost. Liu et al. proposed a costsensitive feature selection method for imbalanced class problems [12] .But there are a few numbers of researches that consider the cost of collecting cases. Weiss et al. [13] proposed a cost and utility-based evaluation framework that considers all steps of a data mining process. They refer to the cost of cases as the cost associated with acquiring complete training examples. Based on the definitions of [13] , the induced model has more utility than the induced model if and only if:
The is the sum of all costs during different stages of classification problem and can be computed by:
Where the cost of data acquisition includes the cost of collecting instances, features (tests) and labels. Cost of model induction includes computational costs. The last cost in (2) describes the misclassification errors and computational cost during the utilization process of the models. In the current research, we focus on the cost of collecting web page instances form the web which can be considered as effective bandwidth usage by topical crawlers.
Topical Crawling Methods
The authors of [14] evaluated the feasibility of utilizing topical crawlers for building event collections on the existing web archives to reduce the time of the crawling process. They reported good results mostly for events that happened in the past. AbdulNabi and Premchand [15] proposed EPOW (Effective Performance of WebCrawler) architecture for efficient acquisition of user needed information. They considered parallelization policy and made an optimized system which can download a large number of pages per second. The authors of [16] proposed a statistical hypothesis based learning mechanism for learning the topical crawling speed in different network environments. The method utilized to maintain the politeness of crawling on a fluctuated network bandwidth.
Researchers of [17] used a query generator to utilize the previously indexed pages by Google to reduce the cost of crawling and building a cost-efficient topical crawler for collecting academic contents. In [18] the authors presented a crawling and information extraction system for ecommerce sites. This system crawls many e-commerce sites and accumulate their content. It displays the extracted data in a site which is called site summary. The authors of [19] proposed an adaptive topical crawler that uses interactive and automatic adaption approaches for online learning of hyperlink selection policy, form previously crawled pages. Han et al. utilized reinforcement learning for topical web crawling [20] . They formulated the problem as a Markov decision process and proposed a new representation of states and actions which considers both content information and the link structure. The Hidden Markov Model (HMM) is used in [21] to model the probability of guiding links to on-topic pages. To make this model, the user must supply the appropriate feedbacks for the crawled pages.
In a recent paper, Farag et al. [22] proposed a topical crawler for automatic event tracking and archiving. An architecture for effective migrating parallel web crawling approach with topical and incremental crawling strategy is introduced in [23] .The main advantage of this migration is that the analysis portion of the crawling process is done locally at the residence of data rather than inside the search engine repository. This reduces network traffic and improves the efficiency of the data acquisition process. In the next part, we categorize topical crawling methods according to the strategy they use for link context extraction.
Link Context Extraction Methods
We divide link context extraction methods into four categories: considering page text and link text as the link context, text window method, DOM-based methods, and block-based methods. Fig. 2 illustrates the link context extraction methods by typical examples. In the following, we explain these methods. 
Page and Link Text
The easiest way to extract the link context is to consider the entire text of a web page as the link context of all page links. The proposed crawler in [24] which is called Fish Search, utilized this method to evaluate the links of a web page and thus all the links on the page have an equal score. The best-first method which is a modified version of this algorithm combines the page text score with link text score.This combination can be done based on the following formula:
Where _ is the score of the link within the page, _ is the entire page's text, and _ is the extracted link context of the link which is the link text, in a typical best-first method.
Function is responsible for computing the score of a given text, based on the target topic. 
Text Window Method
This effective method, considers a number of words in the vicinity of a link as the link context [5] . It uses a symmetric window around the link and extracts a number of /2 words before and /2 after the text of the link. Also, the text of the link is put inside the window. This method has an unresolved challenge: It does not know the optimal either near-optimal number of terms of link context around a hyperlink.
DOM Methods
Document Object Model (DOM), considers the page as a tree based on the hierarchy of its HTML tags. This model is used for the link context extraction in some topical crawling methods. In [25] DOM of the page is utilized for scoring the words in different parts of the DOM tree, based on their distances from the link. They assumed that closer words to link could make a better link context. DOM is also used in [5] for link context extraction of links which have few words in their link text. All of these methods have a severe deficiency because the HTML which is the base of DOM, must be interpreted by a web browser to determine the visual structure of the page and its raw format is not supposed to be used for tasks like link context extraction.
Block Methods
Page block consists of related partitions of the web page, and a page segmentation process extracts these blocks from the page. The block-based methods consider the text of the block as the link context of the links exist inside the block. Based on the results of [26] we expect block-based methods extract link context of the links more accurately than the other methods. The VIPS algorithm [6] performs some kind of rendering on the HTML of the page, similar to web browsers, and utilizes many visual cues inside the page including colors, font sizes, and other styles that make the visual structure of the page and guides the algorithm to locate the distinct blocks of the page. This algorithm extracts the vision-based structure of the web page using the combination of DOM and the visual cues of the page. The process of segmentation is performed in three phases which includes extraction of the block, detection of the separator, and construction of the content structure. These three continuous phases make a round in the process. The VIPS works in a top-down fashion. First, the algorithm segments the page into many big blocks and make a hierarchical structure from these blocks. Then the same segmentation procedure is performed recursively inside big blocks until enough small page blocks with an appropriate degree of coherence (DoC) values which are above a predefined threshold PDoC are constructed. After the segmentation process, all the leaf nodes are extracted as blocks. The VIPS is one of the best algorithms for extraction of page blocks. We utilized this algorithm in our hybrid method for link context extraction.
COST-SENSITIVE WEB DATA ACQUISITION
The concentration of this research is on proposing a method capable of collecting page instances form the web with minimum cost. To achieve this goal, we use a novel topical crawling method and will evaluate its performance based on standard metrics. The proposed method is inspired from [27] . Their experimental studies in the field of web information retrieval show that best results are achieved when they used a combination of VIPS algorithm and text window method for page segmentation. In the following of this section, we explain our incentive to use this hybrid method for link context extraction based on empirical studies of [27] and reported results in the field of topical web crawling. Also, the proposed hybrid link context extraction method is discussed in details.
Challenges of Solely Using Text Window and VIPS for Link Context Extraction
In this subsection, we investigate challenges of solely using text window method and VIPS algorithm for link context extraction and clarify the intent of proposing the hybrid method which combines both.
Challenges of Text Window Method
Text window method has two major challenges which can't resolve solely:
 The position of link context can't be determined efficiently.
 Optimal (even near-optimal) size of the text window is unknown.
The process of determining link context in regular text window methods begins by extraction of the whole page text from its DOM, based on a depth-first manner. Then the method specifies the closest words to the link. But this algorithm has two problems that prevent it from locating right link contexts. The first problem is originated from the reliance of this method solely on the raw DOM of the page. The HTML of the page need to be rendered to show the predefined visual view of it, and since naïve depth-first strategies are not conscious of this visual layout, they can't guide the method to correct link contexts. The second problem comes from symmetry of text window in this method which adds wrong and redundant words to link context. Because in many cases the correct link context appears only after the text of the link or before it and doesn't exist in both positions.
The second major challenge in text window method is the unclear size of a text window for appropriate link context extraction. This challenge comes from the diversity of layout and structure design of web pages since web has an open nature and layout designer use elements of a page based on the taste of their users which results in various page styles on the web. For example, a news page has a different structurein comparison witha shopping page. 
Challenges of VIPS Algorithm
When VIPS algorithm is utilized in a link context extraction method, the method will face two main challenges:
 Wrongly extracted blocks may contain noisy words.
 Blocks with long texts may involve noisy words. These two challenges can result in the wrong prediction of the link's target page relevancy. Although VIPS has many advantages, in some situations it may work wrong and may produce three kinds of wrongly extracted blocks. Fig. 3 illustrates these kinds of blocks which include:
 Blocks segmented more than they should and contain some parts that truly belong to other blocks ( Fig. 3.a) .
 Blocks segmented more than they should and all of their parts truly belong to them (Fig.  3.b) .
 Blocks segmented less than they should and contain some parts that truly belong to other blocks ( Fig. 3.c) .
If a block is segmented more than it should, it is rare that it contains parts that truly belong to other blocks. Since its DoC with its real parts which it doesn't contain now, likely to be much higher than its current DoC. In other words, it is more likely that a block which is partitioned more than it should, contains its own parts rather than the parts of the others. In cases that the block is segmented more than it should but doesn't contain parts of other blocks, then it doesn't contain noisy words and the extracted link context based on its content is fragmental but still clean and doesn't mislead us. However, our experimental observations show that third kind of wrongly extracted blocks that segmented less than they should and contain parts that truly belong to other blocks produced many times by VIPS algorithm. This kind of blocks contains a considerable number of noisy words and if they get included in link contexts of the block hyperlinks can result in the wrong prediction of target pages relevancies.
When we use VIPS algorithm, In addition to wrongly extracted blocks problems, we encounter a set of blocks with highly variable lengths. The reported statistic in [27] shows that 19% of blocks are larger than 200 words. If the whole text of long blocks is considered as its contained hyperlinks' contexts, then extracted link contexts involve noisy words probably. Intuitively, we know most of the link contexts are not that much long. Thus the variable length problem still exists even if we extract link contexts of hyperlinks based on the text of blocks that containing them.
Block Text Window Method
We propose a hybrid link context extraction method that combines the VIPS page segmentation algorithm with Text window method. This hybrid method which is called block text window (BTW) employs advantages of each of these combined methods to overcome challenges of the other one. Like CombPS [27] our BTW method has two steps:
Step 1: block extraction from web pages using VIPS algorithm. In this step, the given page is passed to the VIPS algorithm as its input. VIPS constructs vision-based content structure and all of the leaf nodes of this structure are considered as the page's blocks and will be sent to the next step as inputs.
Step 2: link context extraction from blocks using text window method. Figures4 and 5 show the pseudocode of the VIPS algorithm and the proposed BTW method. The first step is the base of our hybrid link context extraction method. Extracted blocks by VIPS algorithm approximately determine the appropriate position of link contexts, where for each hyperlink is the text of its containing block. Also, the length of the majority of blocks is less than 50 words [27] that means the VIPS algorithm can determine the size of link context in addition to its position for many hyperlinks.
In the second step,a fine-tuning happens. We intend in this step to remove noisy words which truly belong to blocks other than the ones they are contained. We are aware of the disadvantages of applying text window to block text for link context extraction which drops some truly related parts of blocks and makes imperfect some of the link contexts. But we believe that in a trade-off between keeping noisy words and dropping some related parts of blocks, the second one has more benefits and can improve the quality of extracted link contexts and topical crawling performance. Experimental results of this paper are witnesses for this assertion. It should be pointed out that the second step does not change the link context of hyperlinks that contained in blocks with shorter text length than the applied text window size.
For conclusion we can say that the proposed hybrid method by utilizing the VIPS algorithm for page segmentation has the following advantages in the first step:
 It can locate the proper position of link contexts.
 For a majority of page blocks that are smaller than the suitable size of a text window (which is about 40 words [5] ), the proper size of link contexts is determined.
In the second step, applying a text window on extracted blocks has the following benefits:
 Noisy words of many wrongly extracted blocks are prevented from inclusion in link contexts.
 Link context sizes are normalized and noisy words which likely exist in blocks with long texts are dropped from link contexts.
In the next section, we empirically evaluate our hybrid link context extraction approach and compare its performance with other methods.
EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
In this part first, we explain the metrics used for comparison of the methods. Second, the settings of experiments are described. Then the results and their analysis is explained based on the metrics.
Evaluation Metrics
Since the main cost in our topical data acquisition problem comes from the bandwidth usage, we use standard metrics in topical crawling that can evaluate different methods based on their success on collecting on-topic page with minimum waste of this resource. Harvest Rate and Target Recall which are two standard metrics have been used to evaluate topical crawling methods and their link context extraction strategy. Many papers such as [21] and [28] have used these metrics for evaluation of topical crawling methods.
Harvest Rate
From the beginning of the process to the current moment for crawled web pages the harvest rate ( ) is calculated using (4):
Where the relevancy of is crawled page and is calculated using an evaluator classifier. The settings of evaluator classifiers are explained in the next section.
Target Recall
For crawled web pages from the start of the process until now, the target recall ( ) is computed using (5):
Where ( )the set of is fetched web pages from the start to page , is the set of target pages and | |indicates the number of pages in this set.
Experimental Settings

Evaluated Methods
We used [29] codes for implementation of topical crawlers. Four distinct methods have been compared in this paper which includes: best first method, text window method, a block-based method, and our proposed hybrid method. The modified versions of text window and best first methods that use page text relevancy in addition to link context relevancy for calculation of final scores of links have higher evaluation results in comparison with their regular versions which don't use page text, based on [21] and [5] . Thus these modified versions of methods are compared with the proposed method. Equation (3) is utilized for the combination of scores. For the best first method, link text is used as _ in (3), and the text of the window is used as this variable for the text window method.
In the block-based method, VIPS algorithm is used for page segmentation and performance of two variants of this algorithm is evaluated. In one variant, only block texts is used for link context extraction and scoring the links. In the other variant, the combination of link context relevancy and page text relevancy is used for calculation of link scores. Based on the reported experiments in [30] the block-based methods which uses VIPS algorithm have the state of the art results in comparison with other best-first methods. The proposed hybrid method extracts link contexts as described in section 3. Same as the block-based method we evaluated two versions of BTW. Equation (3) is utilized for the combination of the relevancy of page text and link context in corresponding BTW and block-based methods. The value 0.25 is used for the parameter in (3) based on reports of [5] , For combinational variants of methods which use link text and page text for scoring the links. The size of the window in the text window and BTW methods is considered 10, 20 and 40 words similar to sizes used in [5] . In VIPS the PDoC parameter is considered 0.6 based on [27] .The codes in[31]are used for implementation of VIPS algorithm. 
Selected Topics
We have selected five topics from DMOZ [32] for evaluation and comparison of methods. DMOZ is a manually edited open content directory of the web links which use a hierarchical structure for organizing URLs in many topics. Chosen target topics include England football, algorithm, graph theory, java, and Olympics. The URLs of these topics are downloaded based on the hierarchical structure of DMOZ and sets of URLs are built for topics. Table 1 shows the root URLs and number of downloaded URLs for selected topics. The depth parameter shows the depth of subcategories of a selected topic for inclusion in the set of URLs; For example, depth 2 means that in addition to URLs of selected topic which we consider as level 0 in hierarchical structure of DMOZ, the URLs of subcategories with 1 and 2 higher levels are included in URL set,.
In each set, some URLs are selected and the target set is made for calculating target recall of the methods. The average results of methods are computed for selected topics based on the evaluation metrics. Table 2 . Shows the seed URLs and number of target pages for selected topics.
Conductor and Evaluator Classifiers
We have used two kinds of classifiers during the topical crawling and evaluation process. The evaluator classifier calculates the relevancy of downloaded pages during the crawling. It computes the parameter in (4). An evaluator classifier is trained for each selected topic. The conductor classifiers is utilized by topical crawlers to compute the relevancy of extracted link contexts to the target topic. The URLs of target sets of topics are excluded from the training set of conductor classifiers to make a fair process.
Multi-layer perceptron neural networks [33] are used as conductor and evaluator classifiers. The Vector Space Model (VSM) [34] is used for representation of pages. To represent pages in VSM, first the text of pages is extracted using HTML parser [35] . Then the stop words are eliminate from the text, and other words are rooted in Porter algorithm [36] . The weight of words is also determined by the TFIDF method [37] . Each of the dimensions of vector space is one of the rooted words and is considered as a feature. Due to the high number of words, it is not practicable to train MLP classifiers with these dimensions of the feature space. One solution is to use feature selection methods. Also, if the feature selection is done in an appropriate manner, it will also increase the efficiency of the classification [38] .
According to [38] , the information gain (IG) method has been used to reduce the dimensions of the feature space. If { } =1 be the set of topics in the target space then the information gain of word will be computed using (6):
Where is the probability function.Because of the significant impact of the number of selected features on the efficiency of classification, a set of experiments has been carried out to determine the appropriate number of features for classifiers of each topic. Figure 6 shows the efficiency of trained classifiers based on recall, precision and F-measure criteria. These criteria are calculated based on the 10-fold cross validation.
All MLP classifiers have three layers (with a single hidden layer). The number of hidden layer neurons is 20% of the number of input layer neurons. The target pages of the set of URLs for a selected topic are used as positive learning samples for classifiers and twice the number of these instances the randomly downloaded pages from other topics of DMOZ are used as negative learning instances. The classifiers are Implemented using some of the open source weak packages [39] and default settings of weaker used for training.
As charts show, all of these classifiers have high precision. F-measure is a combination of recall and precision, which alone represents the actual performance of a classifier.For 3 topics, the use of 500 words as inputs to classifiers leads to optimal performance. However, for graph theory, the use of 700 features has a remarkable advantage over the use of 500 attributes for the classification. In algorithm topic, the increase in the number of attributes reduces the efficiency of classifier, and the use of 300 input features has the highest F-measure for classification. Table 3 shows the specifications of conductor classifiers for topics. Criteria represent the high efficiency of conductor classifiers. Thus, the decisions made by the conductor classifiers will be trusted.
Implementation Results
Long term crawling has been done to achieve more stable results for more accurate comparison of topical crawling methods. Thirty thousand of web pages have been crawled for each method regarding different topics. Figs. 7 and 8 illustrate the harvest rate and target recall of text window and BTW methods for different sizes of windows. As it is seen in Fig. 7 harvest rate of BTW methods is more than the harvest rate of text window methods with the same size of window at the end of the crawling process; BTW 10 has better harvest rate than text window 10, BTW 20 has better harvest rate than text window 20, and BTW 40 has much better harvest rate than text window 40. The Superiority of BTW over text window method is increased for larger window sizes. Same results are hold based on target recall metric except for window size 40 where target recall of BTW method is less than the text window method but is very close to it. These results show that using BTW method can result in better topical crawling performance in comparison with the text window method. The harvest rate metric alone can represent the performance of a topical crawler. This metric has some advantages over target recall because harvest rate evaluates every step of topical crawling using the evaluator classifiers, but target recall doesn't assign any positive score to relevant web pages which are crawled but doesn't exist in target set . In Figs. 9 and 10 we compared two versions of BTW with one version of the best first method and two versions of the block-based method as they are described in previous sections. We used window size 40 for BTW method as found to be effective based on the results of the previous experiment. Fig. 9 shows the harvest rate and Fig. 10 shows the target recall of methods. As we can see in Fig. 9 .One reason for this situation can be that in BTW method the text window limits the size of the text, and to improve the efficiency of the BTW method, it is necessary to combine the score of BTW with the score of page text. But in the block-based method, the text of the block is not limited by any windows and there is no need for the page text to improve the performance of the block-based method. As Fig. 10 shows the target rates of BTW methods and block-based methods are close to each other.
Dramatic changes of method's performance even after crawling ten thousand pages especially based on harvest rate metric shows the necessity of evaluating topical crawling methods based on longer crawling terms as done in this paper. Table 4 shows the averages and standard deviations of harvest rate and target recall at the end of crawling thirty thousand pages. Heuristically it is clear that using a short window size of 10 makes BTW method equivalent to text window method in some aspects and their close performance in 
CONCLUSION
We investigated the cost-sensitive data acquisition problem with the focus on the cost of collecting pages as the learning instances from the web. We used novel topical crawlers as an efficient tool for effective use of available bandwidth to reduce the cost of collecting instances. These crawlers use the new proposed BTW method which is a hybrid link context extraction method for topical web crawling. The method combines a text window method with a block-based method that uses VIPS algorithm for page segmentation and overcomes challenges of each of these methods using the advantages of the other one. BTW can find the position and size of link context accurately. Experimental results show the predominance of BTW in comparison with the state of the art topical crawling methods.
